Purpose Prevalence estimates of depression vary between countries, possibly due to differential functioning of items between settings. This study compared the performance of the widely used Hopkins symptom checklist 15-item depression scale (HSCL-15) across multiple settings using item response theory analyses. Data came from adult populations in the low and middle income countries (LMIC) of Colombia, Indonesia, Kurdistan Iraq, Rwanda, Iraq, Thailand (Burmese refugees), and Uganda (N = 4732). Methods Item parameters based on a graded response model were compared across LMIC settings. Differential item functioning (DIF) by setting was evaluated using multiple indicators multiple causes (MIMIC) models.
Introduction
Major depression is a major contributor to the global burden of disease [1] . However, prevalence estimates vary across settings, despite use of standardized protocols and assessment instruments [2] . Twelve-month prevalence rate estimates of major depressive disorder range from 2.2 % in Japan to 10.4 % in Brazil [2] . In contexts of war and displacement, Steel et al. [3] found depression prevalence rates among adults range between 3 and 85.5 %.
While variation may reflect true differences in prevalence, measurement error as a result of methodological factors such as differences in item performance across Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s00127-016-1218-3) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.
settings may also contribute to heterogeneity. The degree to which this error is relevant impacts policy decisions, program planning/evaluation, and service provision, particularly in low-resource settings [4, 5] .
One potential source of measurement error is variation in performance of standardized instruments between populations [5, 6] . Most measurement instruments that have been used in global mental health research were originally developed for use with Western, clinical populations. Their applicability to other populations has not been well explored using quantitative analytic methods.
Item response theory (IRT) is one method that can be used to address the question of cross-population utility. IRT is a type of latent variable analysis that models the probability of a given response as a function of a respondent's underlying level of a latent trait. For example, IRT assesses the probability of endorsing each individual symptom on a depression instrument based on a respondent's level (or severity) of depression. Severity of depression is measured by a summary score of the items (i.e., symptoms) administered. IRT methods allow for a better understanding of how a depression instrument performs in different populations by providing information on item characteristics and identifying potential item-level bias across populations (i.e., differential item functioning; DIF) [7] .
IRT has been used to investigate the performance of depression measures by sex [8] , race/ethnicity [9, 10] , administration methods [11] , and language [12] . Few studies have used IRT across socio-cultural settings. Nuevo et al. [13] found that items on the Beck depression inventory (BDI) performed differently across five different European countries. Canel-Ç ınarbaş and colleagues [14] found similar findings comparing populations from Turkey and the United States. We could not find any studies comparing the performance of a depression measure in multiple low-and middle income countries (LMIC).
The present study examined the performance of the Hopkins symptom checklist 15-item depression scale (HSCL-15) [15] , a widely used measure of depression in LMIC. The specific aim of the study was to assess the psychometric properties of the HSCL-15 for the measurement of depression across different language versions to determine the extent of cross-cultural variation in item response. We examined item parameters within each study population (referred to as ''setting'' herein) and evaluate these items for differential item functioning (DIF) by setting. Data are from adults (over 16 years old) in eight different LMIC: Colombia, Indonesia, Kurdistan Iraq (separated into two linguistically distinct settings: Dohuk and Erbil/Sulaymaniyah), Rwanda, Iraq, Thailand (Burmese refugees), and Uganda. The methods used in this study provide an example of methods that could be useful for similar investigations of other instruments of depression and/or other disorders cross-culturally. Results from this study will inform our understanding of how symptoms of depression present and vary across settings and whether cross-cultural variation in item response may be an important issue when explaining variation in findings between populations.
Methods Data
Data come from: (1) displaced Afro-Colombians; (2) a conflict-affected population in Aceh Indonesia; torture-and trauma-affected populations in (3) the Dohuk region and (4) the Erbil/Sulaymaniyah regions of Kurdistan Iraq; (5) a genocide-affected population from Rwanda, (6) a tortureand trauma-affected population in Iraq; (7) torture-and trauma-affected Burmese refugees living in Thailand; and (8) adults affected by high death rates (due to HIV) in Uganda. The combined data represent individual-level depression data for N = 4732 participants (Table 1) . Secondary data analysis was approved by the Johns Hopkins University IRB (IRB#4721).
The samples from Colombia, Indonesia, and Thailand were collected as part of studies to test the psychometrics of adapted instruments and as screening for randomized control trials (RCTs) of psychotherapeutic interventions [16] [17] [18] . The Kurdistan data (Dohuk and Erbil/Sulaymaniya) are from a clinic-based monitoring system established for a RCT of psychotherapeutic interventions [19] . The Rwanda data come from a population-based survey in rural communities [20] . The Iraq data are from a psychometric study of an instrument to measure psychological distress among victims of torture [21] . The data from Uganda come from a clustered-based random survey in southwest Uganda [22] . 
Measurement instrument
The HSCL-15 was adapted from the original 58-item Hopkins symptom checklist (HSCL), which was created to reflect symptom profiles of outpatient populations in the United States [23] . The 15-item depression sub-scale was created for use in family practice settings in the U.S. [24] and then validated for use with refugees from Southeast Asia [25] . It has been one of the most commonly used measures of depression in global mental health research [15] .
In the current analysis, respondents were asked how much each item (i.e., symptom) bothered him/her in the past weeks. Responses ranged from 0 ''not at all'' to 3 ''extremely.'' The timeframe for the presence of symptoms varied by setting: 2 weeks in Indonesia, Kurdistan Iraq, Rwanda and Iraq; 4 weeks in Colombia and Thailand; and 1 week in Uganda. Prior to use, the HSCL-15 was adapted and validated in each setting [16, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Adaptation consisted of using qualitative data to add additional local items. Qualitative data were also used to aid in translation. For translation, qualitative data are used as a key source for translating key concepts on the instrument, in words and phrases that local people actually use. Translators in each setting were instructed to translate all signs, symptoms and phrases on the instrument using phrases gathered during the qualitative research. If there were concepts not mentioned in the qualitative data, then translators would use their judgment to choose the appropriate terms. Following initial translation, the HSCL-15 was back translated in each setting. All items on the HSCL-15 were retained in most settings, with the exception of Indonesia where two items, ''loss of sexual interest/pleasure'' and ''worry,'' were not administered. In all settings the HSCL-15 was administered as part of a longer instrument aimed at assessing other domains of mental and behavioral health.
Analysis
Exploratory analysis examined basic descriptive statistics, distribution of item responses, average scores, and internal consistency reliabilities (Cronbach's alpha; a) [26] across (N = 4732) and within settings. Factor analyses were conducted using the full dataset (N = 4732). Principal components analysis (PCA) with polychoric correlation matrix and exploratory factor analysis (EFA) were used to explore the dimensionality of the data. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) tested model fit of the proposed dimensional model. The dataset was randomly split into a development sample for the EFA and a validation sample for the CFA. Mean and variance-adjusted weighted least squares estimator (WLSMV) with Geomin rotated standardized factor loadings in Mplus 7.3 [27] were used for all factor analyses. Fit of confirmatory models was evaluated using the comparative fit index (CFI), the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA). RMSEA values lower than 0.06 and TLI/CFI values above 0.95 are indicative of good model fit [28] .
To test for measurement differences across settings, the data were analyzed comparing each setting to all other data in the dataset (e.g., Colombia vs. all others). This was done because we did not want to specify one comparison group given that we were interested to see how the HSCL-15 and its items performed in each setting compared to all other LMIC settings for which we had data. Our exact measurement model was specified as: ðy is ¼ l i þ k is F s þ e is Þ where the observed response for item i for person s is equal to the item intercept l i plus the person's latent trait F (i.e., depression) weighted by the factor loading k plus error e.
We tested configural, metric, and scalar invariance across setting comparisons. Configural invariance tests if the same set of factors is present and indicates if the factor structure of the measure (i.e., HSCL-15) is similar across settings. Metric invariance tests if factor loadings are the same across settings and indicates whether the items are correlated with similar magnitudes to the underlying latent trait (i.e., depression) across settings. Scalar invariance is more restrictive than metric invariance and tests if item thresholds and factor loadings are the same, and reflects whether there are systematic differences in the way individuals from different settings respond to the items. Fit of each invariance model was evaluated using global fit indices as described above (Hu and Bentler 1998) .
For the IRT analysis, item discrimination (a) and item location (b) parameters were estimated using the graded response model (GRM) [29] . The GRM was selected as the most appropriate model given the HSCL-15 0 s ordered response categories and the option to estimate different discrimination parameters across settings. For each item, one discrimination and three locations parameters were estimated. The GRM is specified as: ðP ik ðhÞ ¼ P 1þexpðDa i ðhÀkÞÞ Þ and P ik * (h) is the probability of a randomly chosen examinee with depression of h endorsing the response category k or above on an item i and D is a scaling constant. Parameters were estimated using the whole dataset and then for each setting separately. Discrimination parameters (a) are analogous to factor loadings and indicate how strongly an item is correlated to the underlying latent trait and how well it discriminates between people with different levels of the latent trait. Generally, item discrimination values of 0.01-0.34 are considered very low; 0.35-0.64 low; 0.65-1.34 moderate; 1.35-1.69 high; and 1.70 and above, very high [30] .
Location parameters (b) are defined as the level of the underlying latent trait (h) where the probability of endorsing the item with a particular response category is 0.50. Based on the GRM, three item location parameters (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) were estimated which correspond to the four possible response options on the HSCL-15. The first location parameter (b 1 ) represents the level of the underlying latent trait where the probability of endorsing the item with a ''0'' instead of a ''1,'' ''2,'' or ''3'' is 0.50. The second location parameter (b 2 ) is for the response of \2 and the third location parameter (b 3 ) for the response of\3.
In addition, measurement precision (or ''information'') was estimated for each item independently and for the scale as a whole (Test Information Curve; TIC). Information represents the certainty with which an item or scale measures the underlying latent trait (h) and can vary as a function of the level of h. All IRT models were implemented using IRTPRO [31] .
Differential Item Functioning (DIF) occurs when respondents with the same level of latent trait (i.e., depression) have different probabilities of endorsing an item based on some other characteristic (i.e., setting). There are two types of DIF: non-uniform DIF, or DIF in the discrimination parameters; and uniform DIF, or DIF in the location parameters. Non-uniform DIF is analogous to effect modification and represents an interaction between the level of the latent trait, group membership and the item response. Uniform DIF is analogous to confounding or when the differences in responses to items can be found at all levels of the latent trait [32] .
Non-Uniform and uniform DIF by setting were evaluated by comparing data from one setting (comparison group) to all other settings combined in the dataset (reference group) using MIMIC (multiple indicator, multiple causes) models with a WLSMV estimator in Mplus v7.3 [27] . A Bonferroni correction was used to adjust the level of significance to account for multiple comparisons. DIF was indicated to be present if there was a statistically significant (p \ 0.001) difference between the parameters in the comparison group (one setting) compared to the reference group (all other settings). For all DIF analyses, gender was included as an exogenous variable to control for its impact on item response.
DIF was evaluated for a total of eight comparison groups (representing each study setting) with eight different reference groups (e.g., reference group 1 included data from all settings but without the Colombia sample; reference group 2 included data from all settings but without the Indonesian sample, etc.). During calibration, the scale for IRT parameters are based group mean = 0, and 1 standard deviation = 1 of the reference group. Given the variation in the composition of reference croups, we compared the latent means and standard deviations of scores on the HSCL-15 for the different references groups. If the resulting means and standard deviations of the reference groups were relatively similar, then IRT parameter estimates for each setting can be reasonably compared. For example, if the means and standard deviations for each reference group were similar than the magnitude of DIF for an item in Colombia can be compared to the magnitude of DIF for that same item in Indonesia.
To investigate the impact of DIF, differences in latent mean scores for depression were examined comparing models that accounted for DIF to models that did not account for DIF. If the difference in latent mean score for depression between the two models was statistically significant, then DIF was considered to have a salient impact on scale-level scores.
Results

Exploratory analysis
Most participants were women (62.1 %) and between the ages of 25-44 years (46.5 %) ( Table 2 ). Age distributions within each setting were comparable across settings and was unrelated to total HSCL-15 score. Item response distributions indicated that 0 ''not at all'' or 1 ''A little bit'' were the most frequent responses. Average scores on the HSCL-15 ranged from l = 0.61 in Rwanda to l = 1.47 in Dohuk. Across settings the internal consistency reliability (a) for the HSCL-15 was good (a = 0.87; range: 0.79-0.93).
Factor analysis
Principal components analysis (PCA) and associated scree plot indicated one predominant factor (eigenvalue = 6.6; next highest eigenvalue = 1.1). Factor loadings from the one-factor EFA ranged from k = 0.50 for ''Loss of sexual The IRT analysis in the combined dataset (N = 4732) indicated most items performed well. Discrimination parameters ranged from a = 0.97 (''lack of interest or pleasure in sex'') to a = 2.09 (''feel sad'') ( Table 5) . Location parameters (for b 1 ) ranged from b 1 = -1.02 (''feel sad'') to b 1 = 1.38 (''thoughts of death/suicide'') ( Table 4 ). Measurement precision was best for people in the h = 0.5 to h = 1.0 range, or for those with depression slightly above the average level of depression across settings.
In the setting-specific IRT analyses, discrimination parameters ranged from a = 0.31 for ''thoughts of death/suicide'' in Thailand to a = 3.10 for ''no interest'' in Erbil/Sulaymaniyah. The item ''lack of interest or pleasure in sex'' had low or moderate discrimination parameters across settings; a = 0.74 in Rwanda to a = 1.26 in Erbil/ Sulaymaniyah. Low discrimination parameters were also observed for ''feeling everything is an effort'' in Colombia (a = 0.88) and the items ''loss of interest'' (a = 0.74) and ''self-blame'' (a = 0.98) in Rwanda (Table 3) .
Across settings ''feeling sad'' was most commonly endorsed by individuals with low levels of depression (b 1 = -1.02; b 2 = -0.10; b 3 = 0.94), while ''thoughts of death or suicide'' was commonly endorsed by people with higher levels of depression (b 1 = 1.38; b 2 = 2.33; b 3 = 3.58). Dohuk had the lowest item location parameter for ''crying'' (b = -3.67 for a response of \1) meaning that individuals in Dohuk had to have relatively low levels of depression to endorse this item. In Thailand ''thoughts of death/suicide'' was ''difficult'' (b = 2.74 response of \1) meaning that individuals had to have relatively high levels of depression to endorse this item (Table 4) .
Differential item functioning (DIF)
DIF detection was done by comparing scale parameters in one setting (comparison group) to scale parameters in all other settings (reference group) combined (e.g., Colombia vs. all others). Mean of latent depression scores did not vary widely across reference groups (Range: 1.00 for the total sample without the Colombia data to 1.14 for the total sample without the Thailand data). Standard deviations of the mean latent depression scores ranged from SD = 0.59 for the total sample without the Colombia data to SD = 0.68 for the total sample without the Southern Iraq data. These results allow interpretation of DIF between comparison groups.
Non-uniform DIF was detected in all settings for at least one item. In Thailand, eight items showed non-uniform DIF. For example, the item ''low energy'' is more closely related to depression and is better at discriminating between levels of depression in Thailand compared to all other settings, but ''thoughts of death/suicide'' seems less related to depression in Thailand compared to all other settings. The items ''loss of sexual interest'' and ''changes in appetite'' were free of non-uniform DIF across all setting comparisons indicating these two items are similarly related to depression regardless of the setting (Table 5) .
The most uniform DIF was observed for Indonesia compared to all other settings. Five items showed uniform DIF indicating that these items were most informative at different levels of underlying depression in Indonesia compared to all other settings. All items in Rwanda and Southern Iraq were free of uniform DIF meaning that items had the same location parameters when comparing these settings to all other settings (Table 4) . (Table 5 ).
Impact of DIF
Discussion
The aim of this study was to evaluate the psychometric properties of the HSCL-15 across different language versions to determine the extent of cross-cultural variation in item response. Our goal was to examine whether crosscultural variation in item response may be important issue in explaining variation in findings between populations. Our findings suggest that the HSCL-15 items generally perform well and are therefore applicable and un-biased across multiple populations. Factor analyses indicated that a unidimensional model was appropriate across settings. Most items had high discrimination parameters indicating a strong relationship of these items to depression regardless of the setting. These include: ''feeling hopeless,'' ''feeling sad,'' ''feeling low in energy or slowed down,'' ''problems with sleep,'' ''feeling trapped,'' ''worrying too much,'' and ''feeling worthless.'' Location parameters indicate that most items were most informative for measuring slightly higher than average levels of depression. However, ''feeling sad'' and ''worry'' were most informative for lower than average levels of depression, and ''thoughts of death/suicide'' and ''feeling worthless'' were more informative for higher than average levels of depression.
Across settings ''loss of sexual interest or pleasure'' had relatively low discrimination parameters (a = 0.74 to a = 1.26). In many non-Western populations topics related to sex are not discussed openly. In response to cultural norms researchers have modified [16] or considered modifying [33] measures, despite the robust evidence that reporting this symptom is related to depression in high- income settings [34] [35] [36] . However, the evidence from the current study demonstrated that this item is not strongly related to depression in these settings, perhaps due to unwillingness to provide frank responses. In setting-specific analyses, the lowest discrimination parameter was observed for ''thoughts of killing oneself/suicide'' (a = 0.31) in Thailand. Frequencies of item response categories were comparable across settings meaning that the low discrimination parameter in Thailand was not due to infrequent endorsement of the item. Instead, it appears that this item may not be a good indicator for depression in Thailand. Perhaps, in this context, suicidal ideation is not being driven by depression. Recent findings have shown that while depression is a risk factor for suicide ideation in high-income countries, impulse control disorders are more strongly associated with thoughts of death and suicide in many LMIC [37] .
Uniform DIF findings indicated that setting often confounds the relationship of item response to depression. Setting may affect the symptoms that are indicative of mild or severe depression. For example, an individual from Indonesia with mild depression might indicate experiencing ''low energy and fatigue,'' but this symptom may be more representative of severe depression in all other settings.
While DIF was found for all items, the impact of this DIF on overall scale scores was variable. There was no observed impact on latent mean depression levels in Colombia, Dohuk, Rwanda, Thailand, Southern Iraq, Uganda and Erbil/Sulaymaniyah. The only impact of DIF was for Indonesia, where depression level is likely to be overestimated if DIF is not accounted for.
The impact of DIF on aggregate scores may be one source of measurement error contributing to heterogeneity in prevalence. A recent review by Kessler and Bromet [38] suggested that measurement factors do not play a significant role in cross-national variability of depression. However, this review did not consider possible DIF. Despite the use of non-epidemiologic samples evidence from the current study suggests that in some cases, item-level response bias has a significant impact on aggregate estimates of depression. Future epidemiologic studies should investigate the impact of DIF on variability in prevalence rates.
Limitations
All of the data used in this analysis came from traumaaffected, non-representative populations, limiting the generalizability of the findings. While the data were based on validated scales and collected using similar methodology, it is possible that differences in symptom recall timeframes (i.e., 1-4 weeks), recruitment strategies, or other study procedures may have led to variability in responses and, subsequently, item parameters. As our main aim was to explore DIF across a wide range of settings to determine which items performed well across populations, we limited our investigation of DIF to only examine study setting while controlling for gender. We did not explore other variables that could be responsible for the observed DIF, such as age, education level, or other unmeasured variables. Future studies should evaluate DIF related to these and other potential sources of response bias. Finally, translation and slight changes in meaning of items across settings may have affected the DIF analysis. 
Conclusions
The depression items from the HSCL performed well across diverse settings, with most showing a strong relationship to the underlying trait of depression. Overall, items were most informative for people with higher than average levels of depression. Some items performed poorly across settings including ''loss of sexual interest and pleasure'' and ''thoughts of killing oneself/suicide.'' Almost all items showed DIF; however, the impact of this DIF was salient in only two settings. This was the first study to examine the performance of depression related measurement items across multiple settings in LMIC. The methods used in this investigation illustrate the richness of information provided by IRT for scale development and/or refinement. Results suggest that the majority of the depression symptoms included in this analysis are applicable and un-biased across multiple populations.
